Worksheet For Defining "My Birthright" And…

Radical Fulfillment of The Law of Attraction
God's Will for us is to be joyous, happy, prosperous, and free. It is the exact same thing we ultimately want for ourselves; therefore,
our Wills are One. As Perfect Universal Love, the kingdom consciousness is holding out to us the totality of our birthright right now... as
sons and daughters of God. We need only be willing to receive it, which simply entails letting go of our unwillingness. We need not
believe, but merely need be 'willing' to believe, willing to Be Joyous, Happy, and Free. With the help of your Perfection Healing Inner
Guidance, you can clearly experience the more that God is holding out for you to claim as your divine inheritance. They know and live
the reality of the universe's Law of Attraction and know You Are now experiencing the totality of what your thoughts consist of... not
only on a conscious but unconscious level as well. If your guidance is asked, they will show you how you are limiting your good,
creating the bad and even the ugly. Under their guidance, you can pinpoint the negative subconscious ones and release them, so to
radically fulfill the Perfect Positive Love you deserve in your life. Indeed, the Kingdom is at hand... thus the only remaining question is,
"Do You Really Want It?"

The following 4 Quadrants were designed to help crystalize your co-creative intentions and desires. It is encouraged that you be
radical. Use additional pages or start your own if you feel led to do so. Once they are finished, check in with your guidance to ensure
there are no limits. If asked, they will suggest more or amending what you have for greater clarity. Ask a Perfection Healing Life coach
if you feel you need help or assistance. Once finished, continue daily with the instructions at the bottom of the page.
A. Abundance
• We are in Joy, Happiness and Most Grateful receiving $_________________ monthly in my checking account.
• We are in Joy, Happiness and Most Grateful experiencing my abundance as: _____________________________ .

B. Relationships
• We are in Joy, Happiness and Most Grateful experiencing all relationships as God is defining them.
• We are in Joy, Happiness and Most Grateful experiencing ____________________________________________

C. Health and Wellness
• We are in Joy, Happiness and Most Grateful experiencing my Heath and Wellness in the following ways: _______ .

D. Happiness
• We are in Joy, Happiness and Most Grateful experiencing my Happiness in the following ways:_______________.

Daily Ask Guidance, Taking A Few Minutes To Do The Radical Fulfillment Inner Work:
1. What part of my wholeness should I focus on now: Box A, B, C, or D?
2. Can I find out what blocks are holding me back from experiencing my totality in this part of my life (A, B, C,
D)? YES? or NO?
3. IF YES? Which worksheet should I work with using the Perfection Healing process, I, II or III?

YOU ARE NOT ALONE!
Let us begin by defining what Radical Fulfillment of the Law of Attraction really means. Radical
fulfillment is about letting go of the concept of linear time. Put another way, there is no wait between
what is truly needed and what opportunity presents itself to fill the need. It is about moving into a state
of Being where there is a knowingness that the law of attraction is a living reality.
The Law of Attraction is the Law of God. It is the Law of Love and how it creates. It is all about
allowing God to be God, fully present in evidence every moment. It is about experiencing the fullness
of the truth and realizing that everything is happening in the mind of God.
To embrace and harness the radical fulfillment of the Law in your life, you simply ask to receive what’s
needed. Ask: “What is slowing up or stopping my experience from moving into my tangible
awareness?” These brakes are all in ‘your awareness’… albeit most are subconscious in nature.
Nevertheless, these are the only things that are stopping the Law from bringing forth whatever you
desire… and stopping bring forth ‘what you do not want more of’ (which is caused by desires you have
but perhaps are not aware of.)
And now, as gifted us by God, His Perfection Healing process can assist you in releasing these brakes
simply by your willingness to participate in removing them from blocking your way!

Using the “Totality of Your Wholeness” chart (page 2), the Perfection Healing process worksheets and
your Auric Bodies Communication modality, your inner guidance of Divine Intelligence (DI) will guide
you—in the direction of any desire you seek. But you have to ask in order to receive. Within this
guidance, you will receive the proof that you are not alone if you are willing to ask and receive. If
allowed, it is truly this simple, as simple is the way Love operates.
Start by asking the following questions using the graphic chart on the following page:
• What part of my wholeness should I focus on: Box A, B, C, or D?
• Can I find out what blocks are holding me back from experiencing my totality in this part of my life
(A, B, C, D)? YES or NO
• IF YES? Which worksheet should I work with using the Perfection Healing process, I, II or III?
And finally, after completing the sessions as so guided, ask:
• What is my affirmation to practice my new experience?

Your “Totality” Is Your Intention @ 100%!
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A Course In Miracles’ Perfection Healing Inner-Lab-Class
Work dispels the blocks to Experiencing Your Magnificence!
Physical healing or the end of physical suffering is just one part of ACIM Perfection Healing inner work. Healing also includes
filling in ALL the corners of Your Perfection! God’s Love IS your kingdom. It is everything and IT IS ALL YOURS NOW!
Blocks of a subconscious nature cause glitches and obstructions or act as negative energy brakes that stall or slow down your
fulfillment. Otherwise, the default is the super natural fulfillment of all your needs and desires.
Blocks are typically subconscious “patterns of beliefs” like recordings in your mind that are attracting your negative experiences.
Such examples of these beliefs are, “Am I worthy, not ready, seeking negative selfish potentials, don’t deserve, haven’t earned,
must earn, guilt of want, etc. They are all lies opposing the unconditional gifts God holds out to you!
Release them and be free to harness your fulfillment! Allow your Holy Spirit within to show you its function. If allowed, He will
show you your Perfection, helping you to reclaim your divinity, your birthright, your deliverance, your magnificence and salvation
as a Child of God.
Test it, pioneer your life anew, start again, rebirth into the greater totality God is holding out to you! It is yours to claim or reject.
Delay it not… Claim His Gifts of Fulfillment Now!

Excerpt From Paul Tuttle’s Book, “You Are The Answer”…
RAJ/ JESUS: No, I really don't at this time. Why don't you go ahead now and have your conversation with your Supply. Continue where you
left off last night.
PAUL: All right, I will. [Addressing Supply.] I know you are omnipresent and ever present, Supply. Let me ask you whether it is more accurate
to refer to you as my Supply or my Substance?
SUPPLY: It is more accurate to refer to me as Substance, but if you wish to refer to me as Supply, you may. It's just that in your present
thought processes, the word "supply" refers primarily to money. In Actuality, Substance refers to all the energies which constitute the activity of
your Being, which is Universal. You are free to call me whatever you wish.
PAUL: I understand more clearly this morning that you are desirous of responding to needs that I am conscious of wanting fulfilled. Is that
correct?
SUPPLY: That is exactly correct. There is no emotion involved in desiring to fulfill your needs. It is simply my Nature to do that.
PAUL: Does this mean that if there is a need for $5000 or $6000 in order to bring all of my financial situation current, that I simply come to this
point where I can converse with you, and state, "I need $5000"?
SUPPLY: It's almost as simple as that. You see, I am You in your infinite aspect. I constitute the underlying Activity or energy field, which is
ever present and attentive by Nature to forming the perfect concept, as well as the more Universal directives of Your Being. This is a fact,
whether or not you are consciously aware of this activity at any given time. You see, all of You is always functioning, even though you are
apparently aware of only a small part of that Totality, and I respond to all of You.
When you have a desire, I must respond, as long as that desire approximates the fulfillment of your Being. When your desire is based on
external stimuli and misconception, then I cannot respond, because that is your belief and not your Being.
As you begin to become more familiar with being out from Mind, my response will seem to be more visible than it has been in the past, because
there will be no belief in it, just Being.
PAUL: At this time from the point of being as Conscious Being, I recognize that it is principled and orderly for proper debts to be able to be
fulfilled. I would love to be able to pay off every debt. But I will start small. Do I need to state a specific amount of money, or do I simply need to
say that I would like as much money as is needed in order to bring all of my bills current?
SUPPLY: You need to be specific. I am not a mind reader, I do not think, although I am Intelligence in action.
PAUL: Very well. I need $5,000. This is not an extravagant desire. It will bring everything current and will leave almost nothing left over. That is
my need.
SUPPLY: Thank you, Paul, for stating it clearly. I will form it in a manner or package that you can recognize and utilize, just as I form the air so
that you are able to recognize and utilize it. It is not necessary for you to know how I do it with money, any more than it is necessary for you to
know how I do it with air. But the fact is that a clear desire, based on a perfect concept, made from the standpoint of Conscious Being, puts into
action the Nature of Law of my being, and I respond. You can count on it.
PAUL: Is it helpful or necessary if I specify a time by which I need it?
SUPPLY: As I said, I do not think. Time has nothing to do with the process. It is already done.
PAUL: Thank you. [Addressing Raj.] Raj, you must be familiar with how this process works.
RAJ: Of course, I am, Paul.
PAUL: What is the next step for me? Because it's already done, do I now simply wait patiently to see it unfold in my experience? Does it mean
I now need to take some action? What do I do now?
RAJ: Paul, do not handle your thought right now as though you cannot hear me. I know that you are not consciously aware of resisting, but we
need to break through this ingrained block. The simple fact is, Paul—that's it, relax, and don't think while you are communicating with me right
now—you need to understand that your Being functions in accordance with Universal Harmonies. The exact manner and form in which your
supply will appear will be in accordance with the Universal
principles of Harmony—the Harmony of your Being. You are wondering whether you need to remain in meditation, or whether all you need to
do is trust and go about the things at hand to do. Paul, the simple answer is that you must stay in this intuitive place and be responsive to the
Universal Harmonies of Your Being. You must learn to flow with the movement of your Substance as well as with the movement of your entire
Being, just as you are learning to flow very nicely with the communications you and I have each day.
Do not think of it as a special place, or a special state of mind. It will, indeed, feel different. Do not judge it. From your point of view, you are
going to have to risk the chance that everything is all right while you are in the seeming foreignness or strangeness of being out from Mind.

